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Dr Kenneth Matthews Jr lee-
turer in interdisciplinary studies
will open four part series of ii-
lustrated lectures entitled The Pur
pie Pasionute Threat1 of AnUqu4ty
Thursday at p.m in the Mirror
Room of Grey Towers
His first lecture Akhenaten cow
Nefertiti The Weakening of Em
pire the CoZlapse of
deals with the weakening of the
mystery and religious awe sur
rounding ancieit Egypts pharoais
during the reign of the heretic
Akhenaten
The lecture will give tudent
and the public chance to observe
the strange personaiity of Akhena
ten as he expressed himeif in pub-
lie and private as ruler husband
and father
Matthews will aso explore A-
henatens monotheistic belief hi the
god Aten which could not endure
and how his marrIage to one of
the most beautiful women of an-
tiquity fell to pieces
An exaniination of the riches
found in the tomb of his son the
insignificant pharaoh Thtankha
men will give the audience slight
tion Is The House of Bernarda Aiba
by Ferdrico Garcia Lorca Fine
you stop and ak yourself but why
should go see that particular
play When this question was
presented to Peter Moller Director
of the play and assistant professor
of theatre arts at Beaver his re
sponse was The best reason of all
for someone to come and see it is
because it is very good theatre
piece Bernarda is great social
document of twentieth century
theatre One of the reasons why
we wanted to do Spanish classic
was because we had done lot of
English and American theatre and
taste of the luxury of this age
Matthews will also explore the
question Could Akhenaten un
dersthnd his religiwi better than
his wife
mendous challenge to handle such
dlificult piece The discipline and
work experience was invaluable to
the girLs in the cast
The set and lighting of the play
are very eerie The entire stage
seems to be covered by yards and
yards of the very best coffin lining
The total effect is stifling told
Yoko Hashixuoto the theatres set
designer that the set had to be
white said Moller wanted
cavelike effect but not cave The
set shouid suggest place where
people were kept not lived
wanted to have kind of surreal-
istic quality Slightly over the
point of the realistic world fright-
ening and strange see the set
as an extension of Bernarda and all
her extremism
The theme of the play deals with
five women who are kept physic-
ally sexually locked in their
mothers home One daughter fin-
ally does escape but only through
death Bernardas position as an
authority figure who is concerned
with keeping up false front for
the neighbors while remaining
blind to her daughters wants has
made many people who have seen
th paly ask if that was one of the
reasons that the play was chosen
The play was not chosen because
it was appropriate to Beaver Al-
though because this is womens
college it was appropriate that the
play has an all female cast The
play is not womens lib play and
it is also not trying to make
statement about twentieth century
women It is very good play and
native Philadelphian Mat-
thews received his bachelor of set-
once masters degree and doctorate
in history from the University of
Pennsylvania
He is currently director of edu
cation at the University Museum
He has been lecturer in classical
archaeology at the University since
1962
recognized authority on clas
sical archaelogy Matthews has lee-
tured and traveled widely through
Egypt Jordan Syria Lebanon
Turkey Libya Tunisia Greece
Italy and Sardinia
He was recently named disting
uished lecturer in interdisciphnary
studies at Beaver for 1973
His other lectures for this year
will include
November 16 Tiberius and JuZa
MartkZ Infi4eZity and the Making
of an Emperor
November 30 Hadrian and
bina Martial IncompatibZity
and How to Escape
December Theodora and Jus
tinian From Passion in the
Street to an ImpeiraZ Shroud
College is the time for the ex
ploration and experiencing of new
ideas and experiences Without
even leaving campus Theatre Play-
shop offers the purchaser of one
ticket to The House of Bernardct
Alba the opportunity to spend an
evening in Spain with all its rules
and traditions How does that
sound for an evening at Beaver
Besides the money spent for the
ticket is recycled back into the
theatre to finance further produc
tions thus ma.king the whole
evening ecologically sound The
House of Bernarda Alba November
10 and 11 at p.m in the Little
Theatre
Interaction of Design cae-
woman exhibit by Jean Franoksen
well known Philadelphia artist and
associate professor of fine arts
will open Thursday
The opening of the exhibition wiU
be held Thursday evening at 730
p.m in the Atwood Art Gallery
The public is invited to attend as
guests of the college
The works hown will range
from rough preliminaries to fin-
ished pieces This demonstrates
process beginning with initial
sketches depicting the interaction
of the many segments of visual
form in the development of the
final pieces said Ms Franeksen
Examples of graphics painting
and sculpture some for their own
sake others directed toward eel-
laboration with architects and
other designers will be included
These illustrate my own vocabu
lary of form developed over the
yeara Sources of form found in
geometry and nature are the ma-
trix from which my specifics may
evIve
Slides in the exhibit give in-
sight into the private world of the
artists studio as her work de
velop as well as the practical as-
poets of on-site hanging and In-
staUation
recipient of many awards and
honors including the Lindback
Award for Distinguished Teaehing
Ms Frencksens work is included
in permanent collections both pub-
lie and private She bias held one
woman shows and exhibited
throughout the United States in
Paris and in Japan Her murals
new program designed to help
the nations graduate schools seek
out potential students from minor-
ity groups is under way this fall
Called the Minority Graduate
Student Locater Service the pro-
gram is offered by Edueatiomil
Testing Service ETS estimates
that about 10000 to 15000 stu
dents could initially use the new
service which is offered free to
both studento and institutions this
year
According to Bradley Wil
hams ETS director of the project
One of the problems facing gradu
ate schools seeking to increase en-
roliment of students from racial
and ethnic minorities is that of
identifying potential students
New Form Will Help
Now students will have chance
to voluntarily complete special
17-item questionnaire as one step
towards entering graduate school
Liformation about the aclemic
interests and goals of black Am-
erican-Indian Asian-Amerlean and
Spanish or Mexican-American stu
dents who wish to pursue gmduate
level education will be available to
those institutions seeking to bol
grace many structures on the East-
era Seaboard-
Ms Francksens comiselons al-
so ennompaa bnas sculpture for
the lounge of the McCabe Library
at Swarthmore College
Her work in progress includes
atninkes steel sculpture for the
Sheet Metal Worken International
Unions headquarters in Wailng
tonj D.C and metal symbol for
trucking firm for their buildings
exterior
ster minority earoUinent
Admissions oicers may then
contact students direetly and in-
vite the applications of those whose
particular interests OoUld be served
by their schools gradtiate offer-
Experimental First Year
The locater service will be used
first by graduate schools in Dc-
camber According to Williams
some 300 schools are expected to
join this year with more offering
the program later
The locater service is open to
second-term college juniors son-
iors and college graduates
Nearly 2200 counselors at Un-
dergraduate schools across the
country have received information
about the program and can supply
questionnaires to interested stu
dents whatever their racial back-
ground
The student response form is
also available with information lxii-
letins describing the Graduate Rec
ord Exaniinatiofls GRE But ETS
said GRE scores are not included
in the locater secviee and that
student need not take the exams
in order to participate in the boa
ter service
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Passionate Purple Lecture
Series Begins This Week
Interaction uf Llesiqn
Thrniie uf Franckseu Shuw
Dr Kenneth Matthews inter-
disciplinary lecturer will be-
gin his series of talks this
week
Jean Fraucksen associate pro-
lesser of art will open one-
woman exhibition Thursday
Bernarda Alba Good Theater Piece
by Andrea flrneft
Theatre Playshops fall produc- pie in the world- It was tre- hope people are entertained by
it said Metier
Program Initiated to Assist Graduate
Schools Search ForMinority Students
we wanted to recognize other peo
ings
Sue Sandier Barbara Banesch
CHAT HOURS EXTENDED
Student employeeS are needed to work in the Chat during the
extended houm listed below Anyone interested please contact
Dr David Gray Mr Charles Cooley or Elise Well
Sunday through Thursdayuntil midnight
Friday and Saturdayuntil aJfl
The chat will open at p.m on Saturdays and Sundays and
not the present p.m
BEAVER NEWS
Today haU cast my vote for the re-election
of
President Richard Nixon have several reasons
doing so President Nixon when
he entered office
inherited an economy with high rate of inflation
and foreign policy in which the United States
wa
heavily committed in Vietnam In addition
Amen
can foreign policy was based upcxn outmode4 con-
ceptions of the international enVirOfl1TIt
The
Nixon Administration has developed and put into
operation bold new policies at home and abroad
The AdntinLstrations New Economic Policy has
succeeded in slowing the rate of inflation and has
decreased unemployment Moreover this policy has
contributed to restructuring of the international
monetary system and it is helping to assure Amen-
can exports fairer share of the international
mar-
ket Within the United States the Administratiolls
federal revenue sharing programs represent fresh
approach to the solution of problems at the local
level
President Nixon has developed new framework
for foreign policy which is just as important for the
1970s as was the Truman Doctrine of 1947 for the
post World War 11 generation The Nixon Doctrine
recognizes the end of bipolar era of
international
relations and the emergence of new centers of power
in Europe and Asia The Administration seeks to
encourage the emergence of these new centers of
power while embarking upon new policy toward
Mainland China another important actor in the
multipolar world of the 1970s At the same time
the Nixon Administration has greatly restricted
American participation in Vietnam and is now on
the verge of settlement
of that long and tragic
conflict In May President Nixon acted decisively
to halt North Vietnamese invasion of
the South
and to strengthen those forces in the South who seek
to determine their future without
interference from
from Hanoi or the National Liberation Front
Else-
where in the world the Administration has developed
new relationship with the
Soviet Tjnicn and in
May signed Freaty limiting the deployment
of
anti-ballistic missiles and an agreement
on long-
range offensive missiles
the so-called SALT
These changes have occurred during period
when United States expenditures for defense are
less as percentage of our GNP than they were in
the ntid-1950s Those who argue that reordering
of priorities away from national defense to
domestic
programs is necessary ignore the fact
that such
reorganization has already begun
Between 1954-
1967 the Defense Budget as percentage
of GNP
declined from 12.9 per cent to 7.9 per
cent In his
1973 AnnUal Defense Department Report
Secretary
of Defense Laird noted that
the national defense
budget wa less then seven per
cent of the Gross
National Product There also exists new
relation-
ship between domestic spending
and federal social
and economic spending Federal social spending
has
increased by $94 billion since 1964 sum
much
greater than the entire
defense budget State and
local spending has grown by $113
billion since 1964
These figures indicate that the defense budget
is no
longer the central element
of our national resource
allocation problem
Because of these major accomplishments the
Ninxon Administration deserves to be raturned for
another four years
Student-s are reminded the circle and
road around Murphy Hall 1.ding down to
the Art Center are one way
Students are also reminded to park as
far off the road as possible so if necessary
snow plow may clear that road
To the Editor
Today the American people will
select either Richard Nixon or my-
self to be President for the next
four years What difference does
it make
It malces differende to people
who are concerned about moral
leadership For them it is the dif
ference between an aclministration
whose Attorney General controls
secret fund used to embarrass can-
didates for public office to enforce
rather than evade the law It is
the difference between an Adminis
tration whose highest public offi
cials condone wire tapping burg-
lary and sabotage and one which
condemns illegal and unethical
practices
It makes difference to those of
us who are concerned about
President who says one day that
he will be liberal in granting am-
nesty and on another that anmesty
would the most immoral thing
could think of President who
on one day rejects peace plS.fl
which few days later he tries to
adopt on the even of presidential
election-
Unfortunately it no longer
makes any difference to the 20000
American soldiers who have re
turned from this conflict not ii
glory but in death since
Richard
Nixon took office on pledge of
peace
It makes difference to the mu
lions of Americans who are smoth
About VIETNAM
Four years ago Candidate Nixon
announced he had secret plan
to end the war in Vietnam
But as President he has dragged
the war on for four long painful
years Around 20000 more Am-
ericans have died one-third of
our total Vietnam combat deaths
Millions more civilians in Vietnam
Cambodia and Laos have been
killed maimed and made home-
less the majority by Amerieafl
bombing An estimated ten percent
to 15 percent of our Vietnam G.Ls
became addicted to heroin while
serving there
This year while withdrawing
ground troops from Vietnam
Nix-
on has increased nearby Navy and
Air Force personnel Around 140-
000 Americans are still fighting
in the Indochina war It is still
costing us at least $7 billion
year And our P.O.W.s in North
Vietnam prisons are doomed to
stay there until we agree
to total
withdrawal
Senator McGovern has opposed
our military intervention in Viet
nam since 1963 He has pledged
he will withdraw all our military
forces and aid and bring home all
our P.O.W.s in his first 90 days
as President
About INFLATION
Prices have gone up over 15 per-
cent during the Nixon Administra
ties 50 percent faster than dur
ing the previous Democratic Ad-
ministration Nixonomica has
added total of $450 to the aver-
age familys annual grocery
bill
And Nixons wage-price controls
were too hasty and too late
they froze wages but let prices and
profits run wild
Senator McGovern believes we
wifl never bring runaway prices
under control until we get at their
tion of the world It makes
difference to their children who
will be condemned to another gen
eration of empty stomachs bat-
tered health and shattered dreams
is the difference between com
passion and neglect neglect that
is not benign but malignant
will commit whatever it takes
to give every American the chance
for full life Richard Nixon has
not and will not
It makes difference to all of us
who look to the Supreme Court for
justice Richard Nixon has dem
on.strated his contempt for the
Court by the men he has chosen
for the office Two of his nomi
flees were so poorly qualified that
the United States Senate refuSed
to COflfiIfl them Justices Rabn
quist Powell and Berger will now
be with us for the rest of my life
and the best of your life
will nominate Supreme Court
Justices worthy of the offices Rich-
ard NIXOn has not and will not
During the debate over the Call-
fonda delegation at the Democra
tic Convention Assemblyman Wil
lie Brown of California electrified
the delegates with his plea Give
us back our delegation
am asking for the support and
assistance of all students today
Without it cannot win With it
can Its as simple as
that
Sincerely
About HEALTH CARE
Medical care costs have increased
at an average annual rate of 6.6
percent in the last five years
faster
than all other consumer goods and
services Lower-income families
are especially hard hit They are
often not able to afford or get
adequate medical care or are poor-
ly treated at impoverished city
county or state hospitals There
is SeriOUS shortage of doctors
Nixon has vetoed hospital build-
ing appropriations cut back mcdi-
cal research funds held back Re-
gional Medical Program funds
Senator McGovern believes that
the Amertoan people have the
right to the most basic human
rights decent health care
He
is co-sponsor of the Health Se-
curity Plan introduced by Senator
Edward Kennedy It would pro-
vide more doctors and skilled mcdi-
cal technicians at cost every
American could afford
About LABOR
President Nixon is no friend of
labor He has vetoed 13 bilLs that
would have aided the working man
All were supported by Senator
George McGovern
Senator McGovern has been
strong persistent supported of or-
ganized labor and the working
man Since entering Congress his
pro-labor voting has earned him
93.4 per cent rating from COPE
In seven of his ten years in
the
Senate he has had perfect rat-
121g The United Auto Workers has
given the Senator
cumulative
rating of 96.55 per cent
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McGovern Shriver
It Makes Difference
Dr Dianne Pfaltzgraff acting chairman Of
the political science department
Return Nixon Administration
For Another Four Years
by Dr Diane Pfaltzgrafi
Acting Chairman of the
Political Science EcaaomS Department
ered by poverty in the richest na-
George McGOVeF
What President George
McGovern Would Do ..
source the inflationary
billions
squandered on the endless
point-
less Vietnam war and the piled-on
surplus nuclear overkiU power
election 2aj 1972
..7urn to Vote
Today the American people are being
of-
fered the chance to choose the nations future
We can select President whose conception
of national defense is limited to working
within the narrow framework of balance of
power or we can choose leader whose
military advisors have hammered out hard-
nosed defense posture whose fundamental
precepts rej ect this framework and affirm
that reliance on our moral and economic
strength is the only basis for rational do
fence policy
It is up to the youth of America to speak
about what is right with the United States
Our nation is suffering from crisis of con-
fidence in its own ability to heal itself We
must acknowledge these problems before we
can begin to deal with the crisis
If you believe that America is great just
the way it is now then vote for another four
years with Nixon But if you do not blindly
accept the fact that America is great but
rather has the potential to be great then
you realize Americas youh cannot afford
another four
The issues are clear The choice is up
to you Vote today
TheUght in the Middle of the Tunnel
Continued on Page Go
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In Support of Richard Nixon
Reprinted at the request of
severaL students and facuLty
members
by Leo Vherne
Executive Director Research In
stitute of America Incorporated
Chairman IntemationaL Rescue
Committee Chairman Executive
Committee Freedom House
Board of Trustees
have deep anxiety about the
candidacy of George McGovern
It is sufficiently deep for me not
only to oppose his election but to
actively support the candidacy of
Richard Nixon
First believe there is now mas
sive evidence that George McGov
ern simply does nat have the exec
utive ability temperament
strength and requisite toughness to
be the President of the United
States This has nothing to do
with his policies would say ex
actly the same if totally agreed
with every one of his programs
and intentions He has repeatedly
been unable to administer staff
which is very small in both num
bers and pressures compared to
those he would have to harness as
chief of the Executive Offices of the
United States The handling of the
Eagleton affair was shocking for
its irresolution contradictory sig
nals changes of mind but above
all for the Inability to instruct and
discipline the key members of his
staff
The last few weeks have seen
threats of resignations open con
flicts and host of evidences that
the man simply does not have the
toughness to administer discipline
or fire colleagues If this is true
during campaign it is tiny
ditllculty compared to that which
President confronts daily The
same inability to be tough conls
tent even credible the very heart
of the quality which McGovern
started out by offering to the
American people has been re
peatedly visible in the program
matic presentations the Senator is
making There are very few is-
sues loft on which his approaches
have not been modified then modi
fied further modified still further
and then changed again It is as
though the campaign is kind of
local and regional auction in which
candidate tries out positionS and
then if they are not bought puts
another piece of ideological mer
chandise up for sale Believe me
am not demanding consistency
from man in political life but
do not honestly recall in any cam
paign during the last 30 years in
which there has been so much con
tinuous adaptation in the search of
acceptable or profitable programs
There are many questions of pol
icy on which have fundamental
disagreement with George McGov
em but must quickly add that
there are questions of policy on
which am in disagremerLt with
Richard Nixon However there is
one policy point involving Mc
Govern am singling out less as
matter of policy than because it
goes to the heart of the question
am raising about his propensity
for triniming
In 1964 President Lyndon John
son presented to the Congress the
most important Civil Rights Act in
the history of the Congress since
the Civil War The critical vote oc
curred on June 15 1964 The New
York Times carried lengthy story
from Atlanta headlined
BACK RIGHTS BILL
NIXON URGES G.O.P
Atlanta June 15 Richard
Nixon warned Republi
cans today that they faced
disaster in November if they
failed to back the civil rights
bill..
it is worth noting that the Nixon
position was in sharp contrast to
that taken by Senator Barry Gold
water who month later emerged
as the Republican candidate for the
Presidency Facing certain defeat
on the bill the Southern Senators
introduced key a4nendment to the
bill to strike out the provision
which would give the Attorney
General the authority to initiate
suit wherever he found pattern
of discrimtha.tion Nt only is this
authority the heart of the entire
Act but almost the only way to
effectively enforce open access to
public facilities
The vote on that amendment not
surprisingly found in support Sen
ators Eastland Ellender Russell
Stennis Taima.dge and Strom
Thurmond But joining these Sen
ators on that vote to strip the At
torney General of this power was
the junior Senator from South
Dakota George McGovern Might
he have felt compelled to strip the
authority vested by the bill in the
Attorney General in order to satis
fy conservative constituency in
his own state South Dakota Yes
he might But then we face the
real surprise Voting against that
weakening amendment was the
senior Senator from South Dakota
Karl Mundt
do believe that shopping around
for progranis which are acceptable
to an electorate is an unhappy part
of elective politics But also be
lieve that there are points when you
stop shopping and for me the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 was one of
those watershed points
Now come to what is for me
the most important reason to con
tinue the Presidency of Richard
Nixon The agony of the 1930s
the imperialistic march of Japan
across the face of Asia the rise of
Hitler and finally the dreadful
climax of World War II found the
United States singularly torn and
helpless because America had not
yet fashioned bipartisan foreign
policy and because American politi
cal life was dominated by isola
tionism
have no doubt that Senator
George McGovern is decent and
equally well-motivated person but
his isolationist directions have long
troubled many of us and in fact
deeply distressed almost every
other candidate for the Democratic
nomination
From the time George McGovern
was delegate to the Progressive
Party COnvention which nominated
Henry Wallace thereby nearly
dooming Harry Truman McGov
erns view and he has since re
peated it many times is that the
cold war and indeed the threat of
the Soviet Union were both largely
response to unwise and belliger
ent actions taken by the United
States According to this thesis
now formalized as revisionist his
tory actions taken by the United
States Government immediately
following World War It were
threatening to the Soviet Union
and only as result of that threat
did the cold war occur
was in Berlin shortly after the
workers of East Berlin rebelled and
were shot down by Soviet troops
and tanks was in Budapest in
1956 during the brief but bloody
Hungarian revolution was there
to bring medicines food and other
humanitarian assistance to the
students the socialists the labor
leaders who were in rebellion
would hate to have advanced the
McGovern thesis to people in Hung
ary or Czechoslovakia or Poland
or East Germany and it hardly
satisfies me as the reason which led
the Soviet Union to place missiles
in Cuba until the Cuban missile
crisis compelled their withdrawal
In any event Senator McGoverns
isolationist directions his sharp
break with the last semblance of
bipartisan foreign policy is now
clear-cut and ominous
His intention to withdraw ab
ruptly from South Vietnam what
ever the circumstances or conse
quences is deeply disturbing It is
increasingly clear that he also in
tends to cut off all military and
economic assistance to Laos Cam
bodia and Thailaud Quite apart
food which are dependent on our
economic aid to that corner of the
world
For 21 years have functioned
as Chairman of the International
Rescue Committee which has pro-
vided assistance to hundreds of
thousands of refugees who have
fled all kinds of tyrannies We are
presently assisting those who have
fled from Greece as well as China
from Cuba as well as Haiti from
Czechoslovakia and the Soviet
Union We have just registered
protest against the Ugandan Pres
idents terrifying racist statements
and intentions We have moved
massively to assist the refugees
who fled East Pakistan and to ease
their return and rehabilitation in
Bangladesh
Against this background to even
risk the thought of suspending the
aid we now provide the children
who are convalescing after sur
gery in the Barsky unit in Saigon
to close the facilities we provide
orphan children to pull back the
medical teams operating in Viet
nam to terminate any refugee as-
sistance or development is to me
inhumane and intoleraable
In addition to these intentions it
is now clear that the Senator woufd
unilaterally pull the bulk of United
States forces from Europe It is
almost beyond belief that serious
national figure would even dream
of these steps while critical tension
explodes in the Middle East and
just as the United States and its
European allies are pressing the
Soviet Union to negotiate mu
tual reduction of forces in Europe
Yet the details which have recently
been published by Newsweek and
amplified in Robert Sempls sum
mary of the McGovern foreign pol
icy The New York Times Sep
tember 1972 now make this
danger clear-cut
These aspects of the McGovern
foreign policy emerged in an inter
view in Paris with the Senators
chief foreign policy adviser Pro
fessor Abram Chayes of Harvard
University
referred to the fact that the
Senators intentions involved the
unilateral withdrawal of the bulk
of American forces from Europe
Frankly refrained from citing the
Senators exact intentions That
is difficult since at one point he has
stated spociflcaUy that he would
withdraw all but one division
thereby leaving between 9000 and
12000 men More recently the
withdrawal of some 150000 men
is promised leaving something like
that number in Europe In either
event prefer to believe that the
Senator has not examined his po
sition closely or that the realities
of office would compel its modifica
tion The consequences in any
event are unarguable Should
Senator McGovern be elected any
prospect of negotiation involving
mutual reduction of forces with the
Soviet Union would be nonexistent
One doesnt negotiate the mutual
ity of fait accompil
There is substantial number of
tactical nuclear weapons and other
nuclear devices which are now part
of the deterrent against Soviet ag
gression These deadly devices are
in Europe They are part of the
NATO defense though they remain
in the hands of American forces
massive reduction of United
States troops would automatically
require the decision to withdraw
these weapons to the safety of the
American continent or to turn
them over to those in NATO who
would remain committed to Euro
pean defense
Virtually every step McGovern
would take to reduce the military
budget would simply place increas
ing reliance upon the nuclear wea
pon as the deterrent or response to
Soviet aggression
Chayes visit states the facts and
consequences bluntly Mr Mc-
Govern hasnt managed to persuade
Western Europe about his plans for
pull-out Mr Chayes specifically
ruled out making the American
withdrawal conditional on cut in
the size of the Russian army in
Europe There is no doubt that
Senator McGovern has his heart in
the right place about Europe The
question is whether he understands
what the defense of Western Eur
ope involves The trouble with his
proposals is that they would make
it very much harder to defend
Western Europe without having
nuclear war which makes Mr Mc-
Governs good intentions somewhat
academic So long as Mr McGov
em sticks to his present numbers
game the suspicion will remain
that he doesnt understand the is-
sues involved
It is not just the understanding
of European defense one must
question but the understanding of
any defense have no doubt that
Senator McGoverns intention to
stand by Israel is every bit as
strong as his expression on the
subject But that raises another
anxiety Just as The Economist
questions whether McGovern un
derstands what is involved in the
defense of Western Europe must
raise the question whether he un
derstands what is involved in the
defense of Israel To illustrate
kny reduction of the American
fleet in the Mediterranean is re
duction of capability essential to
any action in that entire area
Any evacuation of bases naval
stations military alliances any-
where in that area is sharp re
duction of precisely the capability
defense of Israel would require
am deeply distressed with the na
ture of the government in Greece
Yet our naval base in that country
is vital to the defense of any na-
tion in the Mediterranean
What is involved in all of this is
an understanding of power and its
uses In fact it was on precisely
that point that Abram Chayes was
pressed most closely by the Euro
peans he was sent to reassure
He made it clear to the Europeans
that McGoverns prescriptions re
flected McGoverns view that the
Soviet danger had been exagger
ated from the beginning and that
future Soviet actions would mirror
the peacefulness and reasonable
ness of United States policy When
asked What if the Soviet Union
does not in fact reflect the McGov
em expectation The Economist
reports Chayes answer Mr Mc
Govern might change his mind if
he began to doubt his assumptions
about Soviet policy
One may reasonably ask Hasnt
Richard Nixon in fact moved to
moderate our previously rigid cold
war positions in much the same
way that McGovern has long
recommended Moderation yes
The McGovern way no There are
gambles involved in the steps that
Richard Nixon has taken toward
the Soviet Union There are se
rious critics including Senator
Jackson who believe that the
SALT Treaty involves serious has
ards into the future There are
others who wonder whether the
relaxation of trade does not indeed
strengthen the military capability
of the Soviet Union
But each of the accommodations
thus far accomplished as well as
those still being negotiated are
reciprocal The present effort in
volves carefully balanced mixture
involving moderation on the one
hand and strength on the other
When prior to the projected visit
to Moscow President Nixon or
dered the mining of the harbor of
Haiphong against foreign ships
including the preponderant num
ber from the Soviet Union those
who were in disagreement Insisted
that the President was jeopardizing
the long worked-for undenstand
tags with the Soviet Union Obvi
ously that wasnt the ease The
Soviet interest in mutual restraint
may in fact have been enlarged by
this graphic demonstration of Uni
ted States willingness to use Its
power
We live In disagreeable world
On too many occasions it has been
tragic world There is no exist-
ing international power superior to
the power of any sovereign nation
In that world military power as
disagreeable as it is is urgently
necessary if ca1ta.strophe is to be
averted
admire George McGoverns ab
horrence of military dictatorship In
Greece His awareness of political
repression in other places also
finds me in agreement deplore
the inadequate operation of demo-
eratic instruments in South Viet
nam Yet am puzzled that
nose so keen in its detection of po
litical repression in one place
seems utterly incapable of smell-
lag political putrefaction in an-
other Democracy in South Viet
nam is partial The freedom of the
press in that country is hamstrung
and dissenting newspapers are fre
quently penalized and fined
It is this same myopia or double-
standard or limited peripheral
vision which has made Senator Mc-
Govern no more acute student of
domestic life than he is of the for-
eign scene When Senator Mc-
Govern has risen to the defense of
protesting youth on campus he has
repeatedly made the mistake of
generalizing their views as the
views of this generations youth
Some aspects of protest on cam-
pus especially those which have
been peaceful have deserved un
derstanding and on occasion sup-
port But neither the protesters
nor the balance of American youth
deserve the misconception that this
particularly articulate minority
speaks for all of American youth
In fact at no point has it spoken
for the majority of American cal-
legiate youth
There are number of able wo
men who have pioneered the cause
of womens rights in America
Gloria Steinam Bella Abzug Shir
ley MacLame and many others
have played singular role in corn-
pelling attention to the lesser po
litical and economic statuS
achieved by women Yet they do
not speak for American women
In fact they do not reflect re-
semble them pioneer in this
effort dramatically asserted this
fact only recently Betty Friedan
is not the most temperate of wo
men Even she found the arrogant
positions advanced by her sisters
in the effort counter-productive
When
George
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The trip to Wolverhampton wiU
be chance for students to do re
search in almost ny field said
Howard Robboy who is co-sponsor-
ing community study in an Eng
lish industrial town with Bette
Landman an assistant professor of
sociology
The project suggested for the
January inter-session is de
to provide students with an in-
depth reseaach experience in an-
other culture
Doing flead wori gives one
whole new perspective of his or her
way of life said Dr Landman
Our society is reasonable pre
dictable one with known rules
When you do fieldwork you are
playing the game without knowing
the rules and you learn that xmsay
of the rules you have just auto-
mtiea1iy followed arent necessar
ily eternal truths This kind of
awareness can be either tremen
dously threatening or expanding
experience she said
Students on this program will
choose one area of study ad spend
month conducting small re
search project involving interview-
ing observation and where pos
sible participation
There will be opportunities for
students in discipline said Rob-
Editors Note Last week
the News printed an entire Zist
mci of the foar-one-foUr activi
ties proposed for the January
intersession BeZow are some
corrections and additions to
that article
Freshmen are required to corn-
p10th two inter-SesSion programs
and sophomores must complete one
before graduation
Students must nfl out registra
tin form if they plan to attend
an activity on campus participate
In an individual project or attend
another college or university dur
thg inter-session
MWITIONAL PROPOSAL
Title Theories of Self
Instructor Finbarr OConnor
Couise description search for
self-identity presupposes one
knows what one Is looking for
Philosophers and others have on
occasion denied the extstence of the
self and those who accept its cx-
istence differ on what it is
soul spirit social construction
an orgaulzation of matter We
will consider some of the most im
portant theories of the self to be
found among phtiosophers SO1a1
thinkers and novelists
Oost $10
Students who want to propose an
Any Field
boy who spent two summers in
Wolverhampton studying the Pun-
jabi community For history stu
dents Wolverhanipton was the seat
of the Industrial Revolution so
there is ample material for all
sorts of historical studies There
are also open classrooms which
would be of interest to education
students The program isnt only
for the sociology or anthropology
students he said
In addition to these individual
projects regular seminars will be
held to provide students with neces
sary background rnaterial and al
low them to exchange their cx-
periences
People who go to London often
remember it because of play
they saw or something they bought
Wolverhampton isnt like that
said Robboy This wont be ra
rnatazz trip but rather chance
where students can make some
friends and learn about other cul
tures Living with th English one
learns lot about the English
themselves and lot about Amen
cans he said
Students interested in getting
more information about the pro-
gram should contact either Dr
Laudman on Mr Robboy
independent study must obtain
forms from the registrars office
and submit them by December
Students interested in proposal
Man The Glory Jest and Riddle of
the World proposal should con-
tact Anna Smith extension 218
John Povey assistant director of
African Studies at the University
of California at Los Angeles will
speak on Caribbean Poetry and
Identity at 30 Thursday in 113
Boyefr Hall
The editor of Mnican Arts Mag
azine Povey south African was
one of the first people to receive
his doctorate in black studies from
the Michigan State University
He was the best English teacher
ever had said Howard Robboy
assistant professor of sociology
almost became an English ma-
jor because of him
former professor at Temple
University Povey will be speaking
in Dr Patrick Hazards Ameriean
Literature class Interested stu
dents and members of the college
community are invited to attend
At time when collegiate film
studies have been curtailed be-
cause of economic pressures on the
curriculum an unusual opportuni
ty is being offered to students
around the country to study film
fec term at the Gray Film Atel
ier in Hoosick Fails New York
The Atelier mobile film produc
by Ellen Robinson and Sue Blanche
Attention Freshmen and
Transfers
Now that the furious whirlwind
of Beaver orientation has suffi
ciently subsided we experienced
upperclassmen would like to inform
you of some very tempting ways to
occupy your spare time
Instead of going into Philadel
phia or New Hope why not stay
right here in Glenside We feel
that the urbane cosmopolitan at-
mosphere combined with the un
usual social habits of Glenside
dwellers is enough
It is impossible in this limited
space to describe the numerous
high points and classy joints in
Glenside you wouldnt have time
or energy to visit them all any-
way so it fulfilLs our purpose to
highlight only the cream of the
crop
You may feel out of place if you
underdress on jaunt downtown
We suggest for example gold
lamde Capri pants with matching
vest blouse of cheerful kitchen
print i.e colorful turnips radishes
coffee grinders ci cetera ac
cented with lime green ankle socks
and of course red white and blue
bowling shoes with matching
head-band Dressed in this ac
cepted garb you will be trØs chic
and blend in with local fashion
plates Now you have the right
frame of mind and are ready to
set out on your discovery of Glen-
side Pennsylvania
The first point of interest on your
exploration of Glenside should be
Ho-Jos restaurant more com
monly known as Howard Jolmsons
While you are savoring the ulti
mate in fIne cuisine strolling ac
cordion players direct from the
old country will play taste-bud-
tingling requests Leaving Ho-Jos
behind you as you continue your
sojourn down Easton Avenue you
can not help but compare this plc-
turesque rue with its majestic oaks
and voluminous fountains to Paris
Champs ElysØes
Next on your visit is Penn Fruit
truly gourmets delight Browse
ing and study unit which has en-
gaged in projects in los Greece
and in Brussels is now working
out of their recently-completed
barn studio near the Vermont bor
der
It is now possible for college
students to study fllmmaking full-
time for one or more terms in
program that is designed to facili
tate the transfer of college credits
Paul Gray had headed film depart-
ments at Bennington College in
Vermont and at the Universite du
Nouveau Monde in Haute Nendaz
Switzerland before founding the
Ateller He was Contributing Dii-
ton of the Tulane Drama Review
TDR for seven years during
which time he edited the well-
known Film Issue
The students at the Atelier
study all phases of film-making in-
tensively by working with pro-
fessional filmmaker on the various
aspects of production and by shoot-
ing their own carefully constructed
exercises
Among the current projects at
the Atelier are work based on
the ideas of the famed British
psychiatrist Laing and
another by Pulitzer Prize author
The emphasis behind all studies
is the realization of film by the
simultaneous working out of its
aesthetic and technical problems
Students interested in informa
tion next term should write the
Gray Flirt Ateier Box 812
and drool over such exotic tidbits
as Premium Saltines Birds Eye
Frozen Limas and Quaker Oat-
meal Shopping carts in nineteen
decorator colors are an extra bonus
at Penn Fruit All in all your visit
there should be well worth the time
and money
You tn-state jet setters will be
interested in knowing about the
photographers studio There you
may have passport photos taken
dont forget by appoint-
ment only day or night
Next on the busy agenda is Al-
fred and Nolas Puppy Palace Go
up to the picture window and look
in you will see the finest pedigreed
dogs romping on the hospital
fresh white wall-to-wall shag car-
peting However if you wish to
purchase pup you must prepare
yourself for severe interegation by
Alfred himself
Do not think that your thrills for
the day are over just steps
away is the amazing Glenside
House of Hondas If youre lucky
enough to be there on Friday
evening youll receive guided tour
of the handsome residential district
with its palatial homes on no less
than Honda 35 or Honda
15000 for you speed freaks
Continue south on oak-lined
Easton Road and you will see the
breathtaking Glenside Bridge
which architecturally has been
compared to Arc de Triomphe
Snap few photos Why not sit
down under the bridge rest your
weary legs and enjoy the serene
surroundings Youll then know
why many an amorous couple has
found this the ideal spot You
must remember however that
youve Only just begun your faa-
cinating Glenside experience
stones throw from the bridge
is must stop the internation
ally renowned apothecary appro
pniately named Beaver Drugs
When there Dimitri the druggist
will gladly dispense to you the
remedy of your whim
Nominations will open tomorrow
for two positions on the student-
faculty Forum committee
We need two students who are
really interested in researching
and hiring speakers said Melissa
Yanover chairman of Forum
Under the direction of student-
faculty committee Forum presents
series of programs each year
which seek to bring outstanding
scholars creative writers artists
and public speakers to campus
Previous Forum speakers have
included anthropologist Margaret
Mead Alvin Toffler the author of
Future Shock author George
Plimpton and CBS foreign corre
spondent Daniel Schorr
Speakers being considered for
second semester include Anthony
Burgess author of Clockwork
Orange and nationally known ed
ucator John Holt author of Why
Children Fail and The Red Barn
This is really total student
committee said Melissa The stu
dents make the decisions and then
have an opportunity to meet and
talk to the speakers
After leaving Beaver Drugs it
will take few tactical maneuvers
to cross the busy intersection of
Easton Road and Mt Carmel but
do because you have now reached
the lovely outskirts of the city of
Glenside We do however sag-
gest that you leave that tour for
still another day
Heading north on Easton you
will be wooed by the enticing
aromas from the Villa Glen Bakery
dont be too eager though you
have several stops before that
To your right you will see the
classical pillar of beauty and gran
deur the historical Glenside Train
Station Refrain from lingering
because it is likely that you will
be caught in throng of tourists
wonderstruck by this majestic edi
flee Do not let the classical façade
deceive you Within the station
are some of the worlds most up-
st-date choo-choos The Metro-
liner to Yorktown only 58 mm-
utes is rumored to be the utmost
in traveling luxury Also convent-
ently located around the station
are parking facilities for 10000
cars and tour buses of course
Moving on you can not help but
notice the catchy window display
of hypo-thyroid insects at Humph
reys If youre plagued by these
unwanted creatures in your dorm
room just call Hump
Now comes dessert The Villa
Glen Bakery is just minute away
Tasty sweets will lure you in des-
pite any diet Go ahead splurge
and stock up very few people
ever have this chance Personal-
ized bakes and cookies are yours
for special occasions however it
is necessary to order months in
advance
By now you are probably over-
wheimed with your days expert-
ence After this you should be
filled with awe that you Beaver
College student are living in this
madcap metropolis Glenside
heartbeat of the nation city of the
future
Students may put their self-
nominations in one of the appro
priate envelopes located in the
dorms or submit them to Dorrit
Hale chairman of the nominating
committee until Tuesday Novem
her 14
The nominations will be voted on
at the Monday November 20 meet-
ing of the student Senate Stu
dents nominating themselves should
plan to be at this Senate meeting
Interested students Who have
questions about the positions
should contact either Melissa Yan
over extension 267 or Janyce
Schatz extension 282
BRISTORS
1611 WADSWORTH AVENUE
PHILA PA 19150
HIGH FASHION SHOES
FOR WOMEN
10% Discount with this Ad
WED. THURS FRI 930 TO
MON TuES. SAl 930 TO
BEAVER NEWS
Fantasy Trip Through Glenside
Tuesday November 1972
Howard Robboy co-sponsor of trip to Wolverha.mpton
Trip tEl Wulverhamphiun Offers
llesearch in Almost
News Shorts
4-1-4 Additions andCorrections
Self-Nominations For Forum
Committee Open Tomorrow
CH 7.3089
RUSSIA FOR SALE
AN EDUCATIONAL HOLIDAY
Four Boys in Moscow Three Days in Leningrad
Frsf class hofels wh bath afl meals sghfseeng and
transfers includng balle and drcus in each city
ONLY $399
Plus ten per cent for visas taxes and service
Call Mr Zhivago af LO 8-4560
or write
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES
Penn Center Philadelphia Pa 19102
Bennington Vermont 05201
Tuesdays November 972
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Editors Note This articZ
was reprinted from the Chron
icZo of Higher Education Oc
tober 16 1972
by Harold Hodgkinson
As Americans most of us demon-
strate an amazing commitment to
the notion of progress usually ac
complished by manipulating van-
ous environments Dont like
things the way they are Change
them There are thone of us
however who seem to eject the no-
tion that change is progress They
could be raferred to as members of
the futilitanian school
Such persons argue that
most things are not ours to control
and the consequences of our
efforts to change things usually
produce more negative than posi
tive results
Banfleld argues that our cities
get worse directly as we pour in
more money Shockley and Jensen
argue that heredity plays larger
part in the differences in perform-
ance than we would like to think
Bresneski argues that social re
form is an essentially ntve notion
and we tend to dislike them niL
We tend to believe that democ
racy must ignore all individual dif
ferences in pcople that cannot be
altered through manipulation of
environments
Yet ever though we believe in It
our definition of environment Is
fuzzy indeed We usually relate
environment anything that can be
altered to heredity anything that
is fixed even though recent re
search in changing the DNA level
of single cell without killing the
cell brings all that into question
As usual the dictionary is no help
at all But at any rate environ-
ments seem to exist to be altered
When we ththk of colleges like
Oberlin or Swarthmore we assume
that they are very productive en-
vironments because graduates of
those institutions do well in grad-
uate school win honors and
awards etc Yet the fact of the
matter is that these selective in-
stitutions usually admit no one
who cannot be admitted to gradu
ate school or win Woodrow Wil
son The fact that students come
out of the pipe smart tells us little
about the pipe itself those stu
dents were smart when they went
in
Does It Make Ally Di11erence
What people now want to know
is What difference does the cam-
pus environment make to the de
In general research indicates
that collegiate environments
change students as lens gathers
light simply focusing and sharp-
ening what was there to begin
with Conversions from one atti
tude or interest to its opposite are
rare in higher education
Chickering has shown that stu
dents who leave home to go to col
lege show more consistent patterns
of personal growth than commut
ers who stay home However it
seems to make little difference
whether one lives in college
dormitory or in Mother Smiths
boarding house
If one thinks of the huge battery
them entertain them and counsel
them one wonders how long we
can justify the expense if they
make so little difference in the de
vebopmental patterns of students
One way of understanding cam-
pus environments is to think of
them as pictures in peoples heads
Two students enter newly con-
structed dormitory for the first
time To the student from Ap
palachia it is wondrous palace
to the student from Scarsdale
hideous hovel The environment
for given student or faculty mem
ber or administrator could be con-
ceived as all of the perceptions he
or she has of the campus
Campuss Vividness
Although the doctrine of lath-
vidual differences still holds there
will be some common perceptions
too Certain campuses seem to
have environments in which all the
nuts and bolts of the place add up
to sense of conviction or mission
for the institution
Pace discusses what he terms
vivid campuses in his excellent
new book Education aad Evangel-
ism Many liberally oriented cam-
puses have this vivid aspect but
so do many of the more funda
mentalist ones from Oral Roberts
to Wheaton to the schools like
Florida Presbyterian now Eckerd
Oollege and Ottawa which mix
radical innevation with strong
religious commitment
The Hand will be loose on the
Beaver College campus on election
night November In fact The
Hand will do its writing on the
wall of the Boyer Amphitheatre for
19 minutes beginning at p.m
The Hojjd is color movie done by
Jiri Trinka It is an allegory of
creative and oppressive power in
their effect on human dignity The
entire drama is presented with
touching gripping emotional pow-
er in puppet animation
Reviewing the film Robert Racine
asserts am corning to the con-
clusion that it takes someone who
has lived under oppression as
perceives contradictory signals
One college states on Page of its
catalogne that the only thing we
care about is the individual stu
dent Yet the first two activities
the institution lays on students are
orientation and registration both
designed with as much concern for
individuality as electric milking
machines have for cows
With the college saying one
thing and doing another the en-
vironment has become untenable
for the student the institution has
spoken with forked tongue
Most colleges would be better off
to eliminate the liberal rhetoric
from their catalogues and state the
true nature of their institutional
press If this press is in congru
once with the needs of most stu
dents the results will be produc
tive Just as clildren roam free
because they have no convictions
of their own so institutions can be
respected if they are clear about
what they stand for This is the
major reason why St Johns Ccl-
lege in Annapolis has survived so
long most people know that the
campus environment is directed by
fierce and widely shared commit-
mont to one version of the seminar
technique
The author is project d3rec-
tor of the Center for Research
and Development in Higher
Education in Berkeley Cali
fornia
of an art form effectively in saying
something of everlasting impor
tance about what oppression is
The implications of this run far
beyond the walls of political struc
ture Phoenix the ecumenical re
ligious movement on campus will
sponsor The Hand in cooperation
with the Glenside Ministerium for
your early election night participa
tion Several area clergymen
hopefully includes priests and rab
bis will join in the discussion Stu
dents are invited to accept this op
portunity to explore fundamental
religious dilemma human prob
1cm in the deepest sense It may
prove enlightening precisely on the
high holiday of the American dem
ocratic process
In an extensive interview with
George McGovern Playboy maga
zine observes the following about
McGovern and the urban problems
Learning something of these
problems is crucial if McGovern is
to be President though he is
country boy to the core He knows
that American societys crisis point
is in the cities but he was raised
among horses and chickens in
South Dakota and its there that
he still feels the most at home
Today there is the first prospect
that that war can be ended but not
by repenting the siren song Come
Home America The entire policy
of the United States Government
since 194 policy shared by the
American people and both their
major parties has aimed toward
the avoidance of another war
among the super powers There
have been dozens of wars involving
the smaller nations There have
been several involving one of an-
other of the larger nations We
are at the very threshold of ex
tracthig ourselves from perhaps
the most painful American expeni
ence since the Civil War Viet
nam It is understandable that the
American people should be weary
The burdens we have carried have
all but drained and exhausted us
But it must be observed in passing
that it is now 27 years since the
major powers have been at war
with each other Twenty-seven
years is only six years longer
than the interval which separated
World War and World War LI
But it is longer More signifi
ca.ntly we are seeing the first rays
of sunshine visible in very bleak
generation We are at best at the
beginning facing possibility
nurturing hope gambling on an
opening
There are two ways of approach-
ing such crack in the surface of
despair One is to pretend or even
to believe that there never was
reason for fear for despalr The
other and in many ways the more
difficult is to not repudiate the past
while adapting to the future
We too now face prospect
ambivalent in its promise contra-
dictory in its reality One cannot
envy the complexity of the course
upon which Richard Nixon and
Henry Kissinger have embarked
However one must deplore the
not-very-helpful though comfort-
lag simplification by McGovern of
the task and the world in which
the drama is being enacted
Does Colleges Environment
Do Anything For Its Students
of student services provided on What is to be avoided in the en-
most campuses to feed them house vironment in which the student
Two Beaver students representing the macabre festivities at
last weeks outstanding Halloween dinner
Continued from Page Cot
Trinka Drama On Oppression
FeaturesPuppet AnimationArt
THE SENSATION OF SPAIN
THE HIT OF LONDON
tllETRIUMPH 01 MADRID
THE BEST PRODUCTION SINCE PETER BROOKS
MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM M1NE
ONE OF ThE BEST PIECES OF Y4ORK IVE SEEN IN MY LIFE
PETER BROOK rector Royal Shakespeare Co
By drranemert .h Brooklyn Academy of Musc wid Madame Non KarIwes
velopmental patterns of students all his life in Czecho
and faculty
slovakia to use the penetration
Tomorrow at 230 p.m in room 117 of Boyer representative
from Olympic Airlines will talk about the proposed study tour of
Greece for the 4-1-4 program
MOE SEPTEE
presents
NIJRIA ESPERI
and the NURIA ESPERT COMPANY
GARCIA LORCAS
ICE SKATING
QUAUTY DRUGS Phone TU 4-5886
PRESCRIPTIONS
BEAVER PHARMACY
EASTON and MT CARMEL
New Address
Service Our Privilege
Quality Our Constant Aim
Staged by
VICTOR GARCIA
PUBLIC SESSIONS
OLD YORK ROAD
SKATING CLUB
Friday Saturday and Sunday Evenings
30 a.ln to 10 30 p.m
Saturday MorningslO a.m to Noon
OLD YORK and CHURCH ROADS
opp Yorktown Theatre Elkins Park
ME 5-0531
rent ad for 25c discount on entrance
Good October 20 thru November 17
SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION RENTALS AVAILA8LE
WEEKS ONLY OCT 31NOV 12
Tuesday thru Thursday PM openifig site 730 $650 550 50 350
Friday Saturday PM $7.50 6.50 5.50 4.00 Thursday Saturday Mat
PM Sunday Mat PM $6.50 50 4.50 50
NEW LOCUST THEATRE
BROAD LOCUST STS PHILA 19102 PE 5.7506
PRESENT AT BOX OFFICE
STUDENT DISCOUNT
THIS COUPON WORTH $2.09 per ticket
YERA
Good for regular $4.50 5.50 6.50 7.50 seats Good for
tickets for any performance
__________________________________
Do Not Write Here
Name
Schoi
DISCOUNT TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT STUDENT
LOUNGES LIBRARY SPANISH DRAMA DEPTS
PREGNANT
NEED HELP
Adoption Services Pregnancy Testing Etc ..
CALL 445-0600
NatIonal FamIly Planning
CouncIl Ltd
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In and Around
Beaver
Tuesday November
THEATRE Jesus Christ Superstar Valley Forge Music Fair
through Friday at 830 Saturday at and 830 and Sunday at
and 730 p.m
FILM Mill/souse at and 1035 p.m and Barbarella at 840 p.m
at the Bandbox admission $1
EXHIBIT 1492 in the Wintersteen Student Center multi-
media exhibition of seven major civilizations At the Philadel
phia Museum of Art through June 1973
THEATRE Verma at the New Locust Street Theatre through
November 12 Call PE 5-7506 for further information
THEATRE Purlie at the Forrest Theatre through November 18
p.m performances and p.m matinees on Saturdays and
Wednesdays
THEATRE Happy Birthday Wanda June through November 11
curtain time 840 p.m general and student admission
EXHIBIT Old Master Drawings from the Christ Church in Ox-
ford at the Philadelphia Museum of Modern Art through
December 17
Wednesday November
MUSICAL Man of LaMancha University of Pennsylvania the
Annenberg Center p.m through November 12
THEATRE The Screens Society Hill Playhouse p.m through
November $2
FiLM Citizen Kane in the Boyer Amphitheatre from to p.m
Thursday November
THEATRE Moonchildren Temple University Tomlinson Theatre
730 p.m
LECTURE Confucian Philosophy and Politics Under the Man-
thus Ching Ceramics and Painting at the Philadelphia Mu-
scum of Art at noon
THEATRE Tile Ladys Not For Burning Haverford College
Roberts Hall 830 p.m $1 for students through November 11
CONCERT Byrds Jonathin Edwards Black Kangaroo at the
Tower two shows only
OPENING Interaction and Design exhibit by Jean Francksen
Associate Professor of Fine Arts at 730 p.m in the Atwood
Art Gallery
LECTURE Akhenaten and Nefertiti The Weakening of Empire
the Collapse of Family by Dr Kenneth Matthews lecturer in
interdisiplanary studies in the Mirror room at p.m
THEATRE The Tempest at St Josephs College at 830 p.m in
the Bullet Theatre through November 10 admission $1
Friday November 10
THEATRE The House of Bernarda Alba in the Little Theatre
p.m admission $1 for students through November 11
FILM Play It Again Sam at and 1015 p.m and Take the
Money and Run at 840 p.m through November 12 at the
Bandbox admission $2
CABARET at Villanova University every Friday night in the
basement of Corr Hall admission $.50 at p.m
Saturday November 11
COFFEE HOUSE Petra Dilworth Dining Lounge to 12 p.m
CONCERT The Kinks at the Spectrum
EXHIBIT Art ancient artifacts crafts and products of the Re-
public of China Philadelphia Civic Center Tuesday through
Saturday a.m to p.m Sunday to p.m through De
cember 10
FILM The Arrangement sponsored by Cultural Affairs at p.m
in Boyer Amphitheatre
Sunday November 12
CONCERT Michael Li-Paz p.m Grey Towers Castle
FLEA MARKET at Independence Mall every Sunday from noon
to p.m admission $1 and different group every week
MARRIAGE Course series at the Ncwman Center Temple Uni
versity every Sunday during November and December Call
787-7316 for further information
Monday November 13
FILM The Wild Child at and 1040 p.m and Kes at 840 p.m
at the Bandbox admission $1
Tuesday November 14
LECTURE and psychology discussion in Boyer Amphitheatre at
430 p.m
FORUM Dr Raymond Birdwhistle professor of communications
at the University of Pennsylvania on The Natural Endowment
of Words in the Little Theatre at 730 p.m
VOTING In the art gallery of the library from a.m to p.m
FILM The Hand sponsored by Phoenix in Boyer Amphitheatre
at p.m
LECTURE Carribbean Poetry and Identity by John Povey at
330 p.m in 113 Boyer Hall
FILM The Arrangement sponsored by Cultural Affairs at p.m
in Boyer Amphitheatre
THEATRE The House of Bernarda Alba in the Little Theatre at
p.m student admission $1
MEETING of the freshman class at 30 p.m in the dining room
lounge All complaints and suggestions welcome
As President he would firmly
support the right to strike and to
col1ectve bargaining The Senator
aJso feels much stronger working
men are needed and advocates an
eight-point program to guarantee
the American workers right to
health and safety on the job
About TAX REFORM
Under our present tax system
wealthy individunis and large cor
porations often pay little or no
tax due to tax loopholes This
forces the average wage earner to
pay more than his fair share of
taxes In 1970 more than 112 per-
sons with incomes over 200000
paid no income tax
Senator McGoverns program
would yield $22 billion in additional
tax revenues by plugging up unfair
loopholes of the wealth instead of
imposing the value-added tax dis
guised sales tax favored by Presi
dent Nixon
NO AMERICAN WHOSE
INCOME COMES FROM
WAGES AND SALARIES
WOULD PAY MORE
TAXES
This program would make it pos
sible to channel $15 billion in Fed-
eral aid to hard pressed local sehoo
systems fli would enable them to
provide quality education and curb
sethool thxea by as much as third
About CRIME
President Nixon pledged to re
dune crime He has failed to keep
Uiat pledge
The latent F.B.I figures show
that while the population has in-
creased only five per cent in the 1at
six years the number of crimes ha.s
increased 83 per cent The num
ber of violent crimes went up 11
per cent last year alone
Senator McGoverns program in-
eludes funds for tougher enforce-
meat agaiILt hard drug pushers..
greatly increased funding for re
habilitation of drug addicts
Policemans G.I Bill to provide
bettor education and incentives for
young men to undertake police en-
rows iinprovementh our prison
system
About AGRICULTURE
jobs
Senator McGovern has pledged to
appoint farmer as his Secretary
oif Agriculture not an opologist
for giant Agri-business corpora-
tions He will use his authority to
raise price supports to 90 per cent
of parity as provided by law and
develop program to insure 100
per cent of parity
Print Sale
one day exhibit and prirt
sale will be held in the Thrall Gal-
lery in the Spruance Art Center
from 10 am to p.m on Thurs
day
Sponsored by the Ferdinand Rn-
ten Galleries of Baltimore Mary-
land the exhibition will include
over 1000 original etchings lithe-
graphs and wood cuts by such ar
fists as Picasso hagall Miro
Dali Goya Renoir Kollwitz and
many other contemporary Euro-
pean American and Japanese ar
tistx
Prices for the prints start at $5
and majority will be priced under
$100
representative of the Roten
Galleries will be on hand to answer
any questions regarding graphic
art and print making
Established in 1932 Roten Gal-
leries has one of the largest cohen
tions of graphic art in the country
It specializes in arranging sales of
original graphic art at colleges
museums and art centers through-
out the country
military monster is devouring two
out of three of our tax dollars
It costs the average taxpayer over
$100 month It inflates our econ
omy picks our pockets and starves
other areas of our national life
Senator McGovern has started
from scratch and conatructed
sane sound defense budget which
would keep us strong yet would
cut $30 billion year in fat by
1975 It would leave us with the
nuclear capability to destroy every
Russian and Chinese target 20
times over and tirree separate hide-
pendent delivery systems And
through Senator McGoverns Ece
nomic Conversion plan which he
has been advocating since 1963
not one job would be lost
About SENIOR CITIZENS
The Nixon Administrations Eon-
nomic policies have had disas
trous effect on the elderly in this
country Today one out of every
four persons 65 and older morn
than 4.7 million people live in
poverty Fully 50 per cent of ci-
derly women without families have
incomes below the poverty leveL
President Nixon has repeatedly
opposed Congressional increases in
Social Security beneflis and other
benefits for Senior Citizens
Senator McGovern would expand
the Social Security System to in-
elude three million aged blind and
disabled who presently dont qua
fy and increase the minimum So-
cml Security benefit to $150 per
month
Says Senator McGovern The
test of any society is the way in
which it treats its older members-
we have the resources to pass this
test if we will set our minds
to the task
About PEOPLES RIGHTS
Senator McGovern believes the
most urgent moral priority in Am-
erica today is to end racism in all
its ugly forms And just as Im
portant is our special obligation to
right the wrongs against the first
residents of the land the Amen
can Indian We need fresh new
commitment to replace paternal-
jam and neglect with economic and
educational opportunity for the In-
dians Beyond this the day is
long overdue to assure women
equal rights and to end all forms
of sexual SCriIninatIOTL And
there is no right stronger than
equal educational opportunities for
all children
Christmas creations in Black Forest handmade in
Hawaii from original three-dimensional designs to
delight the collector For trea.ured gifts choose
from over 200 items each hand-painted in gay
Christmas colors
Our Catalog Sent on request St Deposit Refundable
onnnns A11UA1LED WITTN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT
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WhatMcGovern Would Do..
Continued from Page Gal Compare President Nixons mac-
tion with Senator MrGocverns rec
ord of support of farm and rural
development programs as
sponsor of the Wheat Certificate
Act of 1965 Coalition Farm Bill
of 1969 Farm Parity Resolution of
1966 meat and dairy import legis
latin in 1967 the Rural Telephone
Bill of 1969 Fann credit Act of
1971 and The Rural Job Develop-
merit Act of 1969
Senator McGoverns efforts to in-
crease funds for rural electrifica
tion and farmers home loans are
in sharp contrast with President
Nixons freezing of appropriations
for these critical programs
About JOBS
The month Richard Nixon took
office unemployment was the lowest
it had been in 20 years 3.3 per
cent
By May 1971 the rate has risen
to 6.2 per cent Today it stands
at 5.5 per cent or 67 per cent high-
er than when Nixon took office
Senator McGoveru has pledged
an Adxninistration that would seek
to build fuJi-employment economy
which would provide jobs for every
able-bodied American who can
work
By saving $52 billion through
plugging tax loopholes and cutting
wasteful military spending and re
channeling this money into educa
tion health care housing and
other things our nation needs he
would create thousands of new
And to insure that no one need
go jobless he would recommend
the creation of public service jobs
for as many millions of heads of
households who cannot otherwise
earn enough money to keep their
families off welfare
During the Nixon administration
recession the number of people on
welfare soared to 14 million Sen
ator McGovern will reduce the wel
fare rolls by job program and
expand the Social Security System
About
MILITARY SPENDING
Despite Nixons widely advertised
troop withdrawals in Vietnam
and despite his nuclear arms
agreements with the Russians at
the SALT talks he has still
asked Congress for the largest
budget since World War
Says George McGovern We
have constructed vast military
colossus based on the paychecks
of the American worker That
